PRESIDENT'S CORNER:
Well, by the time you read this I will be gone detecting in England. We had a good meeting last month,
Phil Bender set it up for his friend Ken Williams to come and talk about bees and bee keeping. I thought it was really
interesting and we even have some members that have dabbled in bees before. Thanks to Phil and Ken.
This next meeting March 15th, I will not be there as everyone knows I will be gone. But the meeting will go on a 7 pm.
At Shooters. Phil Bender is trying to get Gary from Gary's coins to come and talk on preserving and cleaning coins. I
haven't heard for sure if he is coming. The finds of the month will start up again in April, so bring in EVERYTHING you
have found since last December. Th Hunt Flier was sent to Rick Gremler so it should be on the club website soon.
www.midstatemdc.com
Donation Request will be sent out soon, everyone can do there share and find somewhere to ask for donations, brand
small are accepted. Have a good March and I will see you in April.
Steve.
EDITOR'S CORNER:
We are back from Florida, as a matter of fact we were back last meeting but forgot to come. We will be there this
month.
Shelby
MEETINGS:
Meetings are always held on the third Wednesday of the month at Shooter's Bar and Restaurant, at 7 pm. Unless there
is a special event, which would always be announced ahead of time.
NUMBER OF MEMBERS LAST MONTH. 13
MEMBERSHIP DRAWING WON BY: Jerry Stanczyk but was not present, next month $20
OLD BUSINESS:
Steve is going to get the hunt flyer going. This will be the 21st hunt this year, on July 28, 29th, 30th.
Illinois is having a hunt around the 18th of March (ask Kent where it is)
There is also a hunt in Florida at Sebastian and another hunt in Texas.
LOOKING FOR SOMEONE TO TAKE OVER THE FINDS OF THE MONTH.
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